the environment, analyzing it and taking the best decision now according to its requirements. We can say that an adaptive system should make well-enough decisions, thus involving a strong notion of a trade-off between the satisfactions of the different requirements. Selfadaptive software can be aware of their architecture and thus reconfigure autonomously at runtime to activate only the required modules for a certain environment state. They can also learn from their actions through feedback loops and optimize their behavior. In the intelligent vehicles communication, data security, trust and privacy are the most significant issues. These issues are not new issues as they were also big issues during RFID, Bluetooth technologies adoption. However, the Intelligent Vehicle technologies are more secure, but a risk of attacks will reach new levels of interoperability, and the independent decision-making will begin to embed complexity, security loopholes and potential "black swan" events. This type of research needs built-in security and architectural design to protect emerging threats. To handle the vehicle communication and computing expertise, envisioned societal impact, government, agencies and vehicle manufacturers had produced international associations devoted exclusively to VANETs. Final goal of automotive security is to provide a completely secured environment for an automotive system for different operating environments. Therefore, we would like to focus more on cyber security challenges and their possible solutions for automotive industries, which can support automotive markets for smart and safe driving.
